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OIL STOVES
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BELFORT 5KW

FEATURES
-- All Cast Iron construction

The Belfort 5kW Oil Stove shares the same design as
the multi-fuel model. An oil stove is a popular choice for
people living in rural areas without a gas connection,
who would like the convenience of not keeping a stock
of wood or solid fuel for a multi-fuel appliance. With
a heat output of 5kW, this little stove is capable of
providing gentle background heat or transforming the
coldest of rooms to temperatures of tropical splendour
at the turn of a button. It’s electric push button ignition
makes the lighting almost effortless, and should the
power fail can be lit manually. A top or rear flue outlet
provides two installation options.
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-- Patented «Double Wall» Vaporising Burner
System designed to give Maximum Efficiency
-- Top or Rear flue outlet
-- Matt Anthracite paint finish
-- Comes with a Cast Iron Plinth in matching
finish
-- Comes with Electric Ignition as Standard
-- Low Running Costs

SAVOIE 8KW

FEATURES
-- All Cast Iron construction

The Savoie 8kW Oil Stove shares the same design as
the multi-fuel model. It’s electric push button ignition
makes it easy to light and the control button allows you
to adjust the heat output to suit your requirements. The
heat output of 8kW is ideal for medium to large sized
rooms and will keep your home warm during the coldest
months of the year. The large ceramic glass door panel
allows you to enjoy views to maximum effect. A top or
rear flue outlet provides two installation options.

-- Patented «Double Wall» Vaporising Burner
System designed to give maximum efficiency
-- Top or Rear flue outlet
-- Matt Anthracite paint finish
-- Comes with a Cast Iron Plinth in Matching
Finish
-- Comes with Electronic Ignition as Standard
-- Low Running Costs
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BOURGOGNE 10KW

FEATURES
-- All Cast Iron construction

The Bourgogne 10kW is a large oil stove with a

-- Patented «Double Wall» Vaporising Burner

substantial ceramic glass door for perfect views of

System designed to give maximum

the flames. In addition this appliance has a reflective

efficiency

surface within the combustion chamber to enhance the
appearance of the fire. The Bourgogne also comes with
a lift up cast iron lid revealing a steel cooking hot plate,
ideal for some traditional home cooking. The special
double wall vapourising burner ensures maximum

-- Optional automatic ignition system
(requires mains electricity supply)
-- Rear flue outlet only
-- Matt Anthracite paint finish
-- Comes with a Cast Iron Plinth in matching
finish

economy with low running costs without the need for

-- Low running costs

any electricity input.

-- Available with hot plate
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HORIZON 7 7.5KW

FEATURES
-- All Cast Iron construction

The Horizon 7 is a state-of-the-art oil stove complete
with traditional aesthetics. Its narrow size allows the
stove to sit comfortably on an 18” hearth. Equipped
with an optional electric ignitor, the Horizon 7 is simple
to start and manage. If you are looking for a stove but
don’t want the hassle of lumbering and storing solid
fuel, the Horizon 7 is for you.

-- Patented «Double Wall» Vaporising Burner
System designed to give maximum
efficiency
-- Top or Rear flue outlet
-- Matt Anthracite paint finish
-- Comes standard with electric ignition
-- Low running costs
-- Available with hot plate
-- Sits comfortably on an 18” hearth
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ZENITH 7KW

FEATURES
- All Cast Iron construction

The Franco Belge Zenith is a modern take of an oil
stove. Its narrow size allows the stove to sit comfortably
on an 18” hearth. Its clean and square construction
ensures it is not out of place, but acts as a focal point
in a contemporary setting. With an output of 7kW, the
Zenith is ideal for heating both small and medium sized
rooms, keeping your home warm and cosy during the
colder months of the year. With its generously sized
window, you can clearly spectate the beautiful blue
flames at work.
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-	Realistic solid fuel effect fire & flame
pattern available
-	Patented «Double Wall» Vaporising Burner
System designed to give maximum efficiency
-	No electrical supply required
for manual model
- Matt Anthracite paint finish
- Optional electric ignition available
- Available with or without Hot Plate

SOLID FUEL STOVES
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BELFORT 5KW

FEATURES
-- All Cast Iron construction for maximum heat

The smallest stove in the Franco Belge range, the Belfort
is one of our most popular appliances. Its compact
size and low heat output of 5kW makes this appliance
perfect for smaller rooms or a secondary heat source on
those chilly winter days. The Belfort is available in matt
black finish.

transfer
-- Powerful Airwash System for cleaner glass
-- Ability to burn either wood or solid fuel
-- External riddling grate
-- Top or Rear flue outlet
-- Heat output up to 5kW
-- Ideal for heating small to medium sized
rooms
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MONTFORT CLASSIC 5KW

FEATURES
-- All Cast Iron construction for maximum heat

One of Franco Belge’s best-selling stoves the Montfort

transfer

Classic is the bigger sister to the Belfort. Its heat output of

-- Powerful Airwash System for cleaner glass

5KW is the perfect size for medium sized rooms and can

-- Ability to burn either wood or solid fuel

easily combat the cold weather. The Montfort Classic has
a strong airwash system to help keep the glass clean and
the wide door opening is perfect for fitting in those larger
logs. The large ceramic glass provides excellent views of

-- No additional room ventilation required
-- External riddling grate
-- Top or Rear flue outlet
-- Retains heat long after the fire has expired
-- Ideal for heating small to medium sized rooms

the flames for that cosy atmosphere.
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MONTFORT ELEGANCE 5KW

FEATURES
-- All Cast Iron construction for maximum

The Franco Belge Montfort Elegance takes all the great

heat transfer

characteristics of the original and builds on this heritage to

-- Ability to burn either wood or solid fuel

create an all new and individual stove. As a ‘room-sealed’

-- Vermiculite lined for powerful combustion

stove, the Montfort Elegance stove can draw its primary
Air Supply from outside your home. With Vermiculite
lining, powerful Airwash System to keep the large glass
door panel clear of deposits and a heat output of up to
5kW, the Montfort Elegance is the ideal stove for bringing
a warm glow to any family living room.
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-- Powerful Airwash System for cleaner glass
-- No additional room ventilation required
-- Top or Rear flue outlet
-- Retains heat long after the fire has expired
-- Ideal for heating small to medium sized
rooms
-- External Air Supply

SAVOIE CLASSIC 6.5KW

FEATURES
-- All Cast Iron construction for maximum heat

The Savoy Classic is the bigger sister to the Montfort.

transfer

The Savoy Classic benefits from having the largest

-- Powerful Airwash System for cleaner glass

ceramic glass door for a stove of its size, this provides

-- Large ceramic glass door panel

excellent views of the fire. The Savoy Classic has an
output of 6.5kW which makes it ideal for providing
a substantial amount of heat in a variety of rooms.
However due to its compact dimensions this appliance
is suitable for a wide range of installations.

-- Ability to burn either wood or smokeless fuel
-- Top or Rear flue outlet
-- Retains heat long after the fire has expired
-- Suited to a large range of rooms & installation
options
-- Also available with additional side loading door
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SAVOIE ELEGANCE 8KW

FEATURES
-- All Cast Iron construction for maximum

Following on from the great popularity of the Savoy Classic
we proudly introduce a new model to the range - the Savoy
Elegance. The raised features on the door and sides of the
stove have been smoothed with only the outlines remaining
for a touch of period style with a modern edge. The door
is hinged on the side creating a larger expanse of glass for
excellent views of the flames. This larger door also allows
you to burn logs up to 42cm long.
The Savoy Elegance has a very powerful airwash which
ensures the glass stays virtually free from soot and tar deposits.
With a heat output of 8kW the Savoy Elegance is powerful
enough to heat a wide variety of rooms. However its compact
dimensions make it suitable for a wide range of installations.
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heat transfer
-- Ability to burn either wood or smokeless
fuel
-- The largest ceramic glass door panel for a
stove of this size
-- Vermiculite lining for greater efficiency &
reduced harmful emissions
-- Powerful Airwash System for cleaner glass
-- Top or Rear flue outlet
-- Retains heat long after the fire has expired

MONACO 8.5KW

FEATURES
-- All Cast Iron construction for maximum heat

One of our latest designs, the Monaco is justifiably

transfer

popular and hailed as the new ‘classic’ due to its

-- Vermiculite lined for powerful combustion

contemporary twist on the traditional Franco Belge

-- Large ceramic glass door for superb views of

period style. Equipped with a large expanse of glass
which shows off the fire to full effect whilst a powerful
airwash system ensures that the glass is kept as clear as
possible. The Monaco is perfect for medium to large
sized rooms, with a heat output of 8.5kW this stove will
keep a house warm and cosy all winter.

the fire
-- Efficient Airwash system to keep the glass
free from deposits
-- Ability to burn either wood or smokeless fuel
-- Top or Rear flue outlet
-- Cast iron retains heat long after the fire
has expired keeping your home warmer for
longer
-- Ideal for heating medium to large sized
rooms
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LIMOUSIN 10KW

FEATURES
-- All Cast Iron construction for maximum heat

The Limousin is one of the larger stoves in the Franco
Belge range. The expansive glass door is kept virtually
deposit free by a strong airwash system. An outstanding
feature of this stove is the additional side loading door
which will enable you to fit in logs of up to 50 cm in
length to produce maximum usage from your wood
stocks. The Limousin also comes with a lift up cast iron
lid revealing a steel cooking hot plate, ideal for some
traditional home cooking. The Limousin is ideal for
larger rooms and for homes that require a substantial
heat output.
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transfer
-- High 10kW output for heating larger rooms
-- Powerful Airwash System for cleaner glass
-- Ability to burn either wood or smokeless fuel
-- Top Or Rear flue outlet
-- Side loading door allows longer logs to be
burned
-- Available with integral steel cooking hot
plate with lift up cast iron cover - perfect for
simmering a casserole, or simply boiling the
kettle.

BOURGOGNE 8.5KW

FEATURES
-- All Cast Iron construction for maximum heat

The Bourgogne is one of the larger stoves in the Franco

transfer

Belge range. The expansive glass door is kept virtually

-- High 8.5kW output for heating larger rooms

deposit free by a strong airwash system. With an output

-- Powerful Airwash System for cleaner glass

of 8.5kW and the benefit of a powerful airwash you not
only have a focal point in the room but a thoroughly
reliable heat source. Furthermore, the vast firebox is
designed to accept logs of up to 500mm long, so you do

-- Ability to burn either wood or smokeless fuel
-- Top Or Rear flue outlet
-- Large ceramic glass door for superb views of
the fire

not need to load fuel so often!
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WOOD BURNING STOVES
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VICKY 5KW

FEATURES
-- All cast iron construction for maximum heat

One of the smaller stoves in the Franco Belge collection,
the Franco Belge Vicky 5 is still capable of heating medium
to large size rooms thanks to its 5kw heat output and
75.3% efficiency rating. With easily controlled primary
and secondary air-wash features to help keep the window
clean, the Vicky 5 is convenient and easy to maintain, so
you can focus on enjoying the welcoming warmth this
appliance has to offer. Featuring a traditional design and
a black, cast-iron construction combined with a modern
technical specification and large viewing glass the Franco
Belge Vicky 5 harmonises traditional and contemporary
design features to fit seamlessly into any design or style of
room!

transfer
-- Large ceramic glass door for superb views
of the fire
-- Efficient Airwash System to keep the glass
free from deposits
-- Top or Rear flue outlet
-- Cast iron retains heat long after the fire
has expired keeping your home warmer for
longer
-- Ideal for heating medium to large rooms
-- Cleanburn Technology
-- External Air Supply
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MONTE CARLO 12.3KW

FEATURES
-- All Cast Iron construction for maximum heat

The Monte Carlo is a real power-house stove with an
impressive 12.3kW of heat output, enough to keep even
larger rooms beautifully warm. The massive glass door,
with a powerful airwash system to keep it clean, affords
a stunning view of the fire. With both front and side

transfer
-- Powerful Airwash System for cleaner glass
-- Massive ceramic glass door panel for a
spectacular real fire experience
-- Front and side loading doors allow longer
logs to be loaded

loading doors, the Monte Carlo can accept logs up to

-- Top or Rear flue outlet

55cm long, this larger log size means the stove can burn

-- Retains heat long after the fire has expired

for longer periods with less refuelling required. Available

-- Ideal for heating larger rooms

in traditional matt black, this is a stove designed to create
a centrepiece in even the most imposing of rooms.
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-- External Air Supply

GASCON 11.3KW &
GASCON 13.9KW
With its substantial 11.3kW output, the Gascon is the
perfect wood-burning stove for heating larger rooms whilst
enjoying a truly inspiring wood stove experience. Available
in either double door with bards or plain door, the Gascon
can be easily styled to suit your home. Equipped with a
range of advanced features including a powerful airwash
system to help keep the glass clear of unsightly deposits
and a tertiary baffle, the Gascon is designed to keep you
cosily warm during the harshest winters, whilst still being
kind to the environment. The Gascon is also available
with a 13.9kW Output.

FEATURES
-- All Cast Iron construction for maximum heat
transfer
-- Wood-Burning Stove
-- Powerful Airwash System for cleaner glass
-- Choice of door styles and enamel finishes to
create the perfect stove for your installation
-- Tertiary Baffle for Cleaner Emissions Helping to Protect the Environment
-- Retains heat long after the fire has expired
-- Top or Rear flue outlet
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SEBA

SEBA 8KW &
FRIDA 8KW
Franco Belge are known for their stylish, eye-catching
stoves and the Seba & Frida stoves are no exception!
With a tall, sleek design, long viewing window and logstore, the Seba & Frida offer a contemporary twist on
the traditional Franco Belge stove yet still offer the highquality manufacturing and modern technical specification
synonymous with the Franco brand. With an 8kW heat
output and 80% efficiency the Seba & Frida are capable
of efficiently heating any size of room, while the modern
design is sure to provide a statement piece for any style of
room.
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FRIDA

UBINAS CLASSIC
8, 12 & 13KW
With its ultramodern style and 13kW output, the Ubinas
Classic not only significantly increases the level of heat
in your room but can provide a centrepiece to converge
around. The Classic will provide a welcoming atmosphere
for you and your family to create wonderful memories.
The wide glass affords a breath-taking, panoramic view
of your fire. The Classic gives you the best of both worlds
as it combines both the latest technology with a modern
design. This guarantees the wood will burn efficiently and
that the heat will remain long after your fire has died out.
The polished and elegant design will harmonize beautifully
with all room decors. The Ubinas Classic is also available
in 8kW & 12kW.

FEATURES
-- Large ceramic glass door for superb views
of the fire
-- Efficient Air-wash System to keep the glass
free from deposits
-- Ideal for heating medium to large rooms
-- Available in 8, 12 & 13kW
-- Sleek contemporary design
-- All Internals are made of Cast Iron
-- Beautiful glass door and frame
-- Available in 4 sided frames
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UBINAS VISION
8, 12 & 13KW

FEATURES
-- Large ceramic glass door for superb views of

With its considerable 13kW output, the Ubinas Vision
offers a powerful heating performance and a spectacular
point of focus in any room. The large window allows
for the full effect of the fire to show through. The
sleek contemporary design emits radiant heat evenly
and efficiently. The fuel costs are drastically reduced
due to the greater level of heat being delivered into
your room and thus less need to refuel the stove. The
discreetly hidden hinges and clean smooth finish of the
Ubinas Vision will seamlessly integrate with, as well as
compliment, any style of room. The Ubinas Vision is
also available in 8kW & 12kW.
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the fire
-- Efficient Air-wash System to keep the glass
free from deposits
-- Ideal for heating medium to large rooms
-- Available in 8, 12 & 13kW
-- Sleek contemporary design
-- All Internals are made of Cast Iron
-- Beautiful glass door and frame
-- Available in 4 sided frames

TECHNICAL
monfort

belfort

vicky 5

montfort

nominal heat output

5 kW

5 kW

5 kW

5 kW

efficiency net

75,02%

75,3%

78%

78,9%

heating capacity

130 m³

180 m³

150 m³

130 m³

weight

75 Kg

92 Kg

75 Kg

75 Kg

maximum log length

25 cm

33 cm

25 cm

30 cm

co

0,2034%

0,07%

0,0916%

0,0916%

dust

52 Mg/Nm³

38,3 Mg/Nm³

31 Mg/Nm³

31 Mg/Nm³

height

550 mm

644 mm

550 mm

550 mm

width

420 mm

480 mm

454 mm

454 mm

depth

340 mm

394 mm

382 mm

400 mm

height to rear center flue

409 mm

588 mm

409 mm

409 mm

flue diameter

125 mm

125 mm

125/139 mm

125/139 mm

colours

black

black

black

black

no

yes

no

yes

savoie

gascon

gascon

elegance

11.3kw

13.9kw

option

-

external air kit

savoie

elegance

BELFORT
1340411

nominal heat output

6,5 kW

8 kW

11,3 kW

13,9 kW

efficiency net

76%

76%

77%

77%

heating capacity

280 m³

240 m³

450 m³

650 m³

weight

100 Kg

135 Kg

140 Kg

180 Kg

maximum log length

40 cm

40 cm

50 cm

55 cm

co

0,09%

0,09%

0,04%

0,04%

dust

39 Mg/Nm³

39 Mg/Nm³

36,3 Mg/Nm³

36,3 Mg/Nm³

height

700 mm

663 mm

712 mm

808 mm

width

535 mm

535 mm

681 mm

775 mm

depth

409 mm

407 mm

524 mm

572 mm

height to rear center flue

560 mm

520 mm

614 mm

686 mm

flue diameter

125/139 mm

125/139 mm

125/139 mm

153 mm

colours

black

black

black

no

yes

yes

option

-

external air kit

-

beige

black

-

monte carlo

bourgogne

limousin

8,5 kW

12,3 kW

8,5 kW

9,9 kW

efficiency net

76%

77%

77%

77%

heating capacity

320 m³

460 m³

320 m³

393 m³

weight

90 Kg

180 Kg

160 Kg

115 Kg

maximum log length

40 cm

55 cm

50 cm

45 cm

co

0,09%

0,04%

0,04%

0,04%

dust

39 Mg/Nm³

36,3 Mg/Nm³

36,3 Mg/Nm³

36,3 Mg/Nm³

height

599 mm

804 mm

742 mm

690 mm

width

566 mm

735 mm

620 mm

630 mm

depth

433 mm

608 mm

459 mm

385 mm

height to rear center flue

449 mm

664 mm

575 mm

480 mm

flue diameter

125/139 mm

153 mm

125/139 mm

125/139 mm

colours

black

black

black

black

no

yes

no

yes

-

external air kit

SAVOIE
SIDE LOADING DOOR
1340803

SAVOIE
ELEGANCE
1340809

GASCON
2 DOOR
1341318 - 11,3KW
1341506 - 13,9KW
GASCON
2 DOOR W/ BARS
1341315 - 11,3KW
1341505 - 13,9KW

GASCON
1 DOOR
1341316 - 11,3KW
1341507 - 13,9KW

yes

monaco

option

MONTFORT MONFORT ELEGANCE
1340501
1340502

beige

nominal heat output

VICKY 5
1340505

MONACO
1340812

BOURGOGNE
1341033

MONTE CARLO
1341207

LIMOUSIN
1341010
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TECHNICAL
oil model

bourgogne

belfort

savoie

zenith

nominal heat output

10 kW

5 kW

8 kW

7 kW / 8,5 kW 7,5 kW

9,5 kW

heating capacity

280 m³

103 m³

220 m³

180m3 /230m3 180 m3

265 m3

weight

125 Kg

68 Kg

120 Kg

height

785 mm

558 mm

660 mm

751 mm

width

685 mm

420 mm

535 mm

779 mm

624 mm

depth

575 mm

530 mm

554 mm

434 mm

329 mm

height to rear center flue

477 mm

452 mm

545 mm

480 mm

477 mm

flue diameter

120/127 mm

120/127 mm

125/127 mm

125 mm

120/127 mm

colours

black

black

black

optional ignition kit

yes

yes

yes

BOURGOGNE
1741059

BELFORT
1740505

seba

frida

nominal heat output

8 kW

8 kW

efficiency net

80,3%

80,3%

heating capacity

- m³

- m³

weight

134 Kg

108 Kg

maximum log length

50 cm

50 cm

co

0,09%

0,09%

dust

35 Mg/Nm³

35 Mg/Nm³

height

1208 mm

1044 mm

width

550 mm

550 mm

depth

400 mm

400 mm

height to rear center flue

894 mm

894 mm

flue diameter

150 mm

150 mm

colours

grey

black

option

no

no
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80Kg

platinum grey

horizon

54 kg / 65kg

60 kg / 66kg

690 mm

715 mm

black

-

yes

SAVOIE
1740801

FRIDA
2340801

brown

-

grey

yes

ZENITH
1740763

SEBA
2340802

HORIZON
1740748

TECHNICAL BOIS • HOUT
ubinas

ubinas vision

nominal heat output

8 kW

12 kW

13 kW

8 kW

12 kW

13 kW

efficiency net

75%

75%

75%

75%

75%

75%

heating capacity

300 m³

475 m³

570 m³

240 m³

475 m³

535 m³

weight

100 Kg

115 Kg

146 Kg

100 Kg

115 Kg

140 Kg

maximum log length

50 cm

60 cm

70 cm

60 cm

60 cm

70 cm

co

0,07%

0,05%

0,05%

0,07%

0,05%

0,05%

dust

38,9 Mg/Nm³

35,2 Mg/Nm³

35,2 Mg/Nm³

38,9 Mg/Nm³

35,2 Mg/Nm³

35,2 Mg/Nm³

height

515 mm

541 mm

589 mm

515 mm

601 mm

590 mm

width

650 mm

750 mm

850 mm

650 mm

750 mm

850 mm

depth

468 mm

527 mm

531 mm

470 mm

532 mm

535 mm

height to rear center flue

-

-

-

-

-

-

flue diameter

180 mm

180 mm

180 mm

180 mm

180 mm

180 mm

colours

black

black

black

black

black

black

option

no

no

no

no

no

no

6340748 - 8KW
6341051 - 12 KW
6341344 - 13KW

6340744 - 8KW
6341047 - 12 KW
6341342 - 13KW
UBINAS

• WITH VENTILATOR
UBINAS VISION
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2020 / 2021
Quality & Tradition since 1926

Why buy Franco Belge :

Exceptional efficiency

With over 90 years experience in designing
and manufacturing the world’s finest wood
burning cast iron stoves, Franco Belge are
renowned for their intricate cast iron work,
rugged

reliability

and

beautiful

Benefitting from primary, secondary and tertiary
air, each stove from Franco Belge gives you
the control needed for perfect regulation of the
stoves output whilst always ensuring maximum
efficiency.

finishes.

All Franco Belge stoves feature powerful air
wash systems to provide cleaner burning
and help keep the glass crystal clear which

Air wash system
Each Franco Belge stove features a clever air
wash system, ensuring maximum combustion of
the fuel and perfectly clear glass.

offers the largest possible view of the flames.
Top grade cast iron

Each Franco Belge stove is constructed from
top grade cast iron for a lifetime of

Holds up to the highest temperatures, retaining
heat long after the fire has expired.

dependable service.

The Dealer:

CWS Complex,

www.nedarheat.com

Rock Street,

sales@nedarheat.com

Tralee, Co. Kerry

066 4018110



